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About This Game

【Intro】

A game about romancing monks?! All the romanceable characters are monks?!
Sweet yet seductive! The untainted body and soul that only you can touch…

PS: The game is set in an alternate history with an alternate religion.

【Hair Switch】

If it doesn’t suit your taste then shave their hair off! There’s actually a unique option to control the male characters’ hair at will!

【"Awful" Characters】
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Completely fixated on training yet a lover of all things fuzzy denpa Zhikong, the outwardly charming yet inwardly shy frugal
housewife Huihai, the martial artist clean freak and tsundere ponytail Ziqing, there’s surely someone who will interest you.

No one is normal?!

【Performance】

Lively visual performance, some CGs are even partially animated!
Lost in Secular Love that was initially released on 2014 is now finally on Steam! The ban against livestreaming and/or recording

gameplay has also been lifted! Anyone is welcome to record/livestream gameplay!
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Title: Lost in Secular Love
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
YETU GAME
Publisher:
YETU GAME
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows xp

Processor: 1000MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Memory 128Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Sound Card: Built-in Sound Card

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I had this game on my phone first. I love this, its a blast. i also paintball in real life as well.. Solstice is an excellent VN with
several endings to obtain. Choices abound, which affect both the main ending and the endings for side characters. If you are the
type who likes to reread stories and can see yourself playing through several times, buy it at full price. Otherwise you might
want to wait for a sale, as a single play through should take you about 4 hours.. Edited:
After filing a bug-ticket, the bug was fixed within days. Well done!

As I still have a few issues with this dlc (related to core game design), I still leave it in not-recommended state
----
Original post:
Although the original game sometimes freezes up and drops to desktop, this is the first time I encounter this new bug. I can't but
to wonder if its related to the DLC:

After a few turns on DLC map, the game was not able to end my turn. I was caught in a limbo state and had to Retire to get
anywhere.

However, the map looks good and will provide some new mechanics (if it only worked).. A crappy version of bust-a-move with
no windowed mode to allow you to watch something else while you play.

The controls feel awful and most of the minigames are really bad. The most interesting mode was VS., but that got boring after
a single game.

It feels like this is one of those old games that publishers just dump onto steam without updating or caring if it is any good just
to get some essentially free money.. COULDNOT RUN IT AT ALL,WHY?(xp). 5/10 and only recommended if it's under $10.

A very simple walking simulator with an OK plot and a few puzzles. The plot is interesting although I was able to figure it out
well before the big reveal at the end. There are not many puzzles, so don't be looking for a Myst or Soma-like experience. You
will need an occasional key or tool, but for the most part, you spend you time walking around, clicking on the few items that you
can interact with, and zooming into things that will trigger the next phase of the game. It's not other games since you need to do
certain things (even just retrace your steps) to trigger something like a door unlocking. It is mildly scary with a few jump scares,
but this game does not have a monster that you must hide from while completing your tasks.

You can finish it in under 5 hours, and much of that will be spent walking back and forth. The wandering around and
backtracking aspect of the game was annoying to me, as well as the lack of logic in what the triggers were to allow me to
proceed. The menu interface is bewildering, and there is no save option, so you have to reach the next chapter in order for
progress to be saved.

It's an OK use of a few hours of your time, so I would only buy it when it is steeply discounted.
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The first one was quite enjoyable. A couple points were definitely improved. However, the ease of play is drastically
diminished. It is a mess when it comes difficulty balancing. Overall, Extremely difficult to start without grinding, let alone
finish. Towards the end, you given a change of situation, which only serves to make it nigh impossible to beat...without having a
perfect run of 'luck'.. 7/10
If you enjoyed the previous two instalments in the series, then you should enjoy this.
It's the usual number crunching management sim, similar to the Football Manager series, except with gladiators.
I have noticed that most negative reviews are based on the fact that the game isn't what they were expecting. So be warned, this
isn't a action packed, button bashing fighting game, it's a management sim.

POSITIVES
+Nice soundtrack, if not a little repetitive after a while.
+Better graphics than previous games (though don't expect too much).
+Addictive.
+A lot more to do than the first game (missions etc).

NEGATIVES
-A little short lived. Once you find the perfect setup, there isn't much to do but grind through it until you get to Rome.
-Replay value. Or lack of. I can't see myself playing it again now I have completed it.

SUGGESTIONS TO DEVELOPER
*It would be nice to have a daily income box in the ledger. By this, I mean base income from businesses, so we can see what
money we are making/losing on a daily basis.
*Maybe a wider variety of weapons, armour and classes in general. (Tridents/Nets, Spears etc)

Overall, I enjoyed this game. I think I preferred Death League over this, even though the ancient Rome time period appeals to
me more.. Great party game. Cool feudal Japan theme and music.. I cant use my joystick in the game.... Really cool spooky little
game, very much like many of the classic NES side scrollers. There are some issues such as the attacking is kind of annoying
because the candy corn bullets curve down and some of the hitboxes are bull, also I don't like having to play with the d-pad
instead of the stick but I am using some crappy knockoff xbox controller so that doesn't help. I meant what I said when I said
that it is much like classic NES side scrollers because boy it is difficult, 3 lives and when you die you start straight from the
beginning, luckily there are checkpoint so if you only die once or twice you don't start again but on that third death you're
screwed. It's a lot of trial and error which makes it rather frustrating and I think there should be some kind of easy mode for
casuals like me but either way it's a pretty decent game.. Never before have I seen melee combat done so well.
This game is absolutely great. I'd just recently tried to get back into mount and blade, but the mod I tried was crashing.
I was really looking for a good fantasy RPG mount and blade kind of game. Boy oh boy did this scratch that itch and even more
that I didnt know I needed.

A big part of this game is movement, weight and knock back power. You can knock enemies into traps, off ledges or just make
space to charge up another heavy attack. You level up and get various passive skills from challenges and... maybe just some
early levels. These didnt feel like they did too much early.

Then I started to find activatable skills, things like Riposte. I started trying to get as much Riposte skill and as heavy of a sword
as I could. I kept dying to the spider boss that gates off the second zone. Eventually I realized a little trick that does tons of
damage to him (which I'll leave out so you can discover it)

Zone two is absolutely mind blowing. The first area became a 'try to find as much loot as possible while blowing through the
levels kind of deal. But zone two makes me feel like indiana jones. So many traps, everywhere. You'd think they wouldnt be that
hard to deal with but you're wrong. You WILL be in a position where you get your last tick of health shaved off by a trap you
cant avoid while not getting hit in combat.

I found a really cool hammer that lowers your attack speed but shoots an unblockable wave of fire after you swing. I found
another skill that lets you charge up a stab longer to dash forward and deal alot of fire damage, and there's another I've found
that lets you overcharge forward heavy attacks to deal even more damage.

The farther I get in this game the cooler it becomes.
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This game is an absolute gem, try it out. $11.19 (as of the steam sale currently) is a great asking price for this game.
Recommend to anyone who likes first person fighting like mount and blade, dungeon crawlers and roguelikes.. I play the game
locally with my friend, it was really great and unique but when my friends and i wanted to play online, we couldn't play
multiplayer, we made lobbies and only sometimes the lobby would appear and other times the multiplayer didn't work. If you
have friends locally then this is a great game but unfortunately the online multiplayer does not work properly so i don't
reccomend it for online.. Ok, I wanted to love this. I didn't even get to far and realized I had to return this. I tried the experience
first, really wanted to feel like I was on the titanic and get a feeling for what they must have felt. As I'm listening to the captain
tell his first mate to try and contact a ship I noticed the graphics were not the best and somewhat blurry, I could fix this I
thought. I turned around to look out at the woman and children on the escape ships I noticed vertical lines everywhere. It felt
like I was looking at a messed up monitor. I thought maybe something wonky was up with my computer so I restarted and tried
again, still there. Looked for mention of it from someone else before I wrote this review as I don't want to steer anyone in the
wrong direction if it is my computer. Found others mentioning this. Sadly have to return it, wanted to love it. Maybe they'll fix it
down the road and I can pick it up.
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